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Primer: Appeals of County Decisions



Authority

Any person or entity adversely affected by any final 
action or order of a county relating to the 
implementation of sections 544 to 544p of this title 
may appeal such action or order to the Commission . . . .
16 U.S.C. § 544m(a)(2)



Why do you hear appeals?

1.Best position to ensure your intent

2.Better ensure uniformity

3.Gatekeeper to judicial system

• Faster, less expensive

• Fewer court cases





Why do you hear appeals?

1.Best position to ensure your intent

2.Better ensure uniformity

3.Gatekeeper to judicial system

• Efficient

• Fewer court cases



Appeals are one of many tools

§ 544m(a)(1) monitor activities of counties

§ 544m(a)(2) appeals

§ 544m(a)(3) enforcement

§ 544m(b)(1) civil actions

§ 544m(b)(2) citizen suits



Commission Rule 350-60

-042 – delegation to the Chair
-120 – hearing process
-220 – standards of review



Two weeks before the hearing, you will receive:

Staff report
Copy of the Notice of Hearing
Briefs
Record of the County’s decision

* All electronic
* You may need to download the record using a link



Yes, you need to read the record.



At the Hearing (350-60-120):

1. Chair opens hearing
2. Disclose conflicts and ex parte communications
3. Ask questions of parties prior to argument
4. Listen to argument (20 min. each side)
5. Questions after the argument
6. Deliberation and decision (simple majority)



Selected Standards of Review (350-60-220)

(c) The decision violates a provision of applicable law and is 
prohibited as a matter of law;
(d) The decision was clearly erroneous or arbitrary and capricious; 
(e) The findings are insufficient to support the decision; 
(f) The decision is not supported by substantial evidence in the 
whole record; 
(g) The decision is flawed by procedural errors that prejudice the 
substantial rights of the appellant(s); 
(h) The decision improperly construes the applicable law;


